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THE FLAT TAX MIRACLE
How the flat tax saved and saves the southern
Balkans countries during the economic crisis.

Babara Kolm, President of Hayek
Institute Vienna

Freedom for Europeans
The Flat Tax- Freedom for Europeans
Europe needs the flat tax now. The flat
tax is the essential element for economic freedom for Europeans and for
generating growth in Europe again.
Europe needs growth to get out of the
mess of ever growing debts and the
ever deepening crisis of 2008 to 2013
which seems to entrench itself for the
rest of the decade. Further government
spending, lower interest rates and
monetary easing have reached their
natural ceilings and are just adding to
the medium term bundle of problems
with asset inflation in central European
markets in both stock and property already showing the way towards further
troubles ahead. Europe handling itself
from quarterly rescue packages each

branded determinedly as the last and
final. Real growth can just kick in by
changing the way we work in Europe
and how we reward performance and
hard work. Lower, simpler and fairer
and therefor flat tax systems are essential for this. Eastern Europe has
shown the way. In most of the Eastern
half of Euorpe the flat tax was introduced during the last decade and the
results are excellent. The flat tax countries have handled the crisis in both
economic growth and government finances much better then the western
peers and this despite that all of them
are from amuch more fragile economic backgorung and weaker industrial
base and had just 10 or maxium 15

Gunther Fehlinger, Chairman of
Europeans for tax Reform
more or less good years to build their
economies and societies from half a
century of neglect and misuse of their
ressources and people during communism. And it is the people that matter
and their motivation to work and to perform and to take risks and to invest and
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No need for draconian measures
One common, famous way to boost your economy…Flat Tax

Flat Tax
Progress and Wealth.

By Dr. Barbara Kolm
In the early ‘80s, Robert Hall and Alvin
Rabushka developed a consumption
tax system in order to achieve some of
the administrative advantages of a value-added tax (VAT) relative to a sales
tax. The Hall-Rabushka system is often
called “flat tax”.
It imposes a 19% corporate tax on all
businesses. The wages, pension contributions, materials costs, and capital
investments are deducted from the tax
base. Individuals are also assessed by
a 19% flat tax rate on wages and pension benefits above an exemption of
$25,500 for a family of four. No other
income is taxable, and no other deductions are allowed. The flat tax system
has served as a blueprint for many
countries that wished to change their
tax system. Since 1994, the flat tax
system has been widely established
in Estonia, Russia, Georgia, Slovakia, Latvia, Ukraine, Serbia, Romania,
Macedonia, Albania and the Czech Republic. But, what makes flat tax system
special? How does flat tax system benefit an economy?
•
It reduces compliance and administrative costs. The cost of administering a complex tax system is huge.
By simplifying the tax code there are
significant savings in administration to
be made. On the opposite, the flat tax
is a simple, clear for everyone and demands less taxation´s procedure.
•
A flat tax structure increases
the tax revenues. The lower income tax
decreases the revenues but efficiently
facesthe problem of tax avoidance and
evasion. More corporate taxes will be
paid with a flat tax system and reduces
incentives for the entrepreneurs to get
involved with illegal activities.
•
It reduces government corrup-
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tion. If employees of the public sector
wish to be bribed in order to increase
their income, they can easily deduct
the imposed tax amount. In this way
they will give a hurt to the revenues of
the government and increase their own
income. As long as a flat tax system is
established, this phenomenon can be
avoided. Regardless the earning income of the individuals, they are supposed to pay a fair, equal and certain
tax rate. Thus, nobody has an incentive
to bribe a public employee.
•
It gives incentives to entrepreneurs to expand their businesses. The
more a person works the more he earns
if the tax rate remains stable and equal
for all, regardless their income. In this
way, the wealthy can earn more, invest
more in businesses and create new
jobs. Unemployment will be reduced
and the whole economy will boost.
•
It provides opportunities to the
middle class to get wealthier and to
save more of their earnings.
•
The flat tax system provides incentives for people to get involved with
charitable giving. Taking for granted the
stable taxable amount, people can afford to help charities. Additionally, not
just the wealthy, but even the middle
class-which gets wealthier- can support charities improving the so called
low class’ standard of living.
These are just some significant benefits of a flat tax system. Furthermore,
there is another interesting example
which confirms our statement. Since
2008 Bulgaria has a flat tax system
with a 10% income tax rate, 10% corporate rate and a VAT of 20%. The 10%
flat tax made Bulgaria the country with
the lowest personal tax rate among the
member states of European Union. Its
10% social security flat rate attracted
potential employers and investors.
When Bulgaria implemented the flat
tax, its revenues rose 5.24% in the first
year compared to the last year (of the
previous tax system) and attractedmany Greek companies to relocate there.

Since then, Greece started losing jobs
to Bulgaria because of the high competitiveness that the flat tax system
offered. Greece should adopt the flat
tax system in order to increase its revenues, to evade the government corruption and to try to relocate some of
the 6,000 Greek businesses which are
now camped out in Bulgaria.
To finalize, there is a vast range of
exemplary countries that introduced
the flat tax system and enhanced the
whole economic condition of their own
country. A flat tax system could work
out as a regime for every “sick” economies. There is no need of implementing
draconian measures.

10%
max.tax
balkan

Editorial
By Gunther Fehrlinger

innovate. And the tax rate is the cost
which a society asks for its cost from
the individual and in eastern Europe
people understood that progressive
taxation is unfair and leaves everybody
worse off. In Western Europe we are
still in the second stage of the economic freedom agenda after the privatization drive of the 80ies towards the market liberalization campaigns of the last
20 years western European elites and
their electorate still hesitate to go to the
3rd stage of liberating the individual
of excessive and progressive taxation
and so given him and her the freedom
of spending the fruits of his and her
labor in his and her discretion and so
entrusting him and her to do the right
thing with his earnings. Western elites
did not fancy this freedom because the
power which comes with the abilty of
command of budget equal to half the
earning of a countries population is
very seductive and such money allows
to do a lot of things which help to justify
the elite and size of government itself.
Whatever social or environmental or
other issue of concern there is always
government money ready to throw at it
to show that somebody cares. At least
there was until 2008 and the following
years have shown there is a natural limit of how much can be spent. 20 years
of peace dividend following the victory
in the cold war and the end of Eastern
European communism have led a great
boom but the time and the funds were
wasted on keeping the status quo ante.
Eastern Europe had neither the funds
nor the will to wait for better time but
adopted to a world in global competition and today we look with envy to
Poland, Slovakia and many others and
ask why they are growing and other
not. To be fair Germany has at least
adopted a far reaching reform agenda
in the area of labor and social reforms
which most of Southern Europe is not
even ready now in the face of de facto
default. But even when Mrs Merkel was
flirting with the flat tax of Prof Kirchhof
in 2005 before her election victory she
seemed to have decided neither her
party nor the electorate of Germany

was ready for it then. European leaders
still shy away from leading their nations
and facing them with the fundamental
truths of globalization that we are now
7 billion people competing, working and
innovating and learning and improving
around the world in basically one and
the same market. The easy times when
Western Europe and the USA were
running the world markets and the rest
of the world was articiallyself excluded
by its communist dictators are gone for
good and will never return. America as
the always more flexible, more open
and adaptable economic system with
all the advantages and costs which
global leadership accompanies is faster and more accurately facing this new
realities. Europe is first time in danger
of losing out on the long term. What
about the European dream of the ever
closer and stronger and more competitive Europe when we are growing just
0,5% for years and riot police is out
in Athens every night? And please let
us not forget the Lisbon agenda which
was the benchmark exercise of Europe
to become the most competitive region
of the world from 2000 onwards. The
fact is that Europe is too expensive and
hard work, leadership and innovation is
not rewarded enough to keep, motivate
and attract talents in this continent.
In 2004 when the Flat Tax reached
Central Europe with the introduction in
Slovakia under the leadership of PM
Dzurinda and Minister of Finance Miklos it was regared as fancy neoliberal
experiment. In 2005 when ETR was
created and started to promote the flat
tax as essential element of European
economic reform Europe was at the
peak of the last boom phase of Europe
with easy money, relative decent economic growth and still most European
state within the Maastricht criteria with
the exemption of Germany and Western European leaders and their electorates were not ready for such major
transition towards individual freedom
and responsibility. In 2005 one key argument was used in the public debate
to silence the proposal. The transition
costs are not calculated and will be

much too high to afford and so this is not
serious and better to keep the present
progressive system standard in Western Europe then and still now. During
the collective panic which shocked European leaders post September 2008
Lehman collapse debt ceilings were no
more and within 2 years a swooping
20% percentage point was added to
most debt per GDP ratios presumably
to safe European economy but seemingly not creating stability and growth
but leading to the present shameful
European debt crisis which is shaking
Europe in its core. It can be assumed
that the transition costs of introduction
of a flat tax would not have added such
a burden to Europe. It might be useful to study the effect the flat tax and
similar tax system had on the Eastern
and South Eastern European countries which introduced them in the last
decade. All of them are in better fiscal
situation than their Western European
peers and most had economic growth
even in all global crisis years. The new
members of the 2004 have understood
the necessity to be on the cutting edge
of global competition, use the best
system for their countries competitiveness. They have understood what
make countries competitive in the 21st
century. It is the innovation and skills of
its people and the work ethics and motivation its youth and its entrepreneurial
leaders and for this the tax system is
essential. Taxing them with 50% of their
revenues is contrary to all this and turns
them into civil servants just with no employment guarantee. Progressingtaxation is destroying the growth potential

...to be continued p. 7
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Crna Gora - Jedinstveni jednocifreni porezi na dohodak – 9%
Montenegro - Single digit taxes on income– 9%
In addition to the intent to establish a
simple, transparent and competitive tax
and economic environment tax reform
aimed to:
- Encourage investment, entrepreneurship and new employment
- Decrease distortion effects of
taxes on income and profits
- Increase productivity and encourage greater work efforts and higher investment in human capital,
- Reduce incentives for informal
economy
- Enable greater mobility among
social groups
- Reduce costs for tax administration and for tax payers
- Send a signal that the work,
investment and success of the most
successful will not be punished

The flat tax has worked for Montenegro, it is simple the best system.
At the beginning of the XXI century
Montenegro, having EU countries as a
model, has implemented the concept
of progressive taxation on income and
profits. Income tax rates ranged from
17 to 25% , and together with other fiscal burdens (social security contributions) created the total burden of earnings that exceeded amount of of net
earnings.Tax rates on profits amounted
to 15% and 20%, with higher rates applied to income above 100,000 euros.
The implementation of progressive
taxation in economic and fiscal terms,
has not brought the expected results.
Despite moderate economic growth,
the number of blocked companies was
increasing, informal economy rose, all
of which resulted in a reduction in tax
revenues and contributed to a higher
budget deficit.
Institute for Strategic Studies and Prognosis strongly promoted the policy of
economic freedom, and specifically
advocated for competitive tax system.
After personnel changes in the Ministry
of Finance, the beginning of 2004 the
Government has defined a policy that
reduced the direct tax burden. During
the 2004 the rate of income tax and
contribution rates were reduced by
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10% (income tax from 25% to 23%,
and the tax wedge from 49 to 45%).
At the end of 2004 progressive corporate income tax rates of 15 and 20%
were replaced by a single flat tax of 9%.
Thus, since 2005 Montenegro has applied the lowest corporate income tax
rate in the region and one of the lowest
in the world.
In the following years reduction in income tax rates and the rate of compulsory social security contributions was
continued. In 2007 progressive taxation
is replaced by a flat rate of 15%, which
in 2009 was replaced by a rate of 12%,
and in 2010 with single-digit flat rate
of 9% (single digit flat tax rate). Thus,
since 2010 the individuals and companies in Montenegro were taxed equally,
with the same rate of 9%. The introduction of single-digit proportional tax rate
was accompanied by the elimination of
many exemptions and reliefs that have
hampered the collection of taxes and
created distortions on the market.
The tax burden
Profit tax
Income tax
Tax wedge

20022003
15-20
17-25
49

20042006
9
17-23
45

At the beginning of the reforms and
process of reduction in the tax burden
many were suspicious and skeptical.
The International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank, who at that time were
the main financiers of the government,
openly and directly opposed the tax
cuts, fearing the loss of public revenue
that would complicate the necessary
fiscal consolidation. According to estimates of experts from these institutions and based on the experience of a
number of countries, the tax cuts would
“overburden the budget and lead to an
expansion of the fiscal deficit.”
Results of the implemented reforms,
however, positively surprised even biggest opponents of proportional taxation. Tax cuts and the introduction of
proportional taxation was a positive
signal to investors and entrepreneurs.
Net foreign direct investment increased
tenfold, from a modest 50 million in the
Table 1: The tax burden in
Montenegro (2002-2012), in %
2007

2008

2009

9
15
44

9
15
40

9
12
39

20102012
9
9
39

year 2004 to 560 million Euros on average per year. Montenegro in a short
time became the country with the highest net inflow of foreign direct investment in Europe, which has annually in
the period from 2005 to 2012 amounted
to about 20% of GDP. During the same
period, the percentage of GDP (the
World Bank Atlas method) tripled from
2,400$ to $7,160, which made Montenegro country with the highest per capita income among the six countries of
Southeast Europe. Average earnings
rose more than 150% and the number
of unemployed was nearly halved. At
the same time Montenegro has a less
pronounced inequality in income distribution (Gini coefficient of 25.9) than the
average for countries in Europe and
Central Asia (31.9).
Table 2: Economic indicators of
Montenegro, 2004-2012.

A radical reduction in
the tax rates has not
led to the reduction of
budget revenues, but
on the contrary. Corporate income tax revenues have more than
doubled, personal income tax revenues
have significantly increased while the total
tax revenues increased
from 533 million in 2004
to 1,050 million as they
averaged in last few years.

Double revenues, 10 times more FDI, more formality, more competitiveness in just 8 years

Positive fiscal trends were recognized
by international institutions. The World
Bank in the summary of its report “Montenegro - On the other side of the climb:
Policies growth and fiscal constraints,”
in November 2008 said: “The economic dynamics, which has exceeded all
(published) projections, has led to unexpectedly large tax revenues and -

Economic
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
indicators
FDI in mil €
51
381
467
568
582
1066
552
389
454
GDP in mil
1670
1815
2149
2680
3086
2981
3104
3234
3276
€
GDP pc in
2.648 2.912 3.443 4.280 4.908 4.720 5.011 5.211 5.285
thousands €
Real GDP in
4,4
4,2
8,6
10,7
6,9
-5,7
3,2
3,2
0
%
The average
195
213
246
338
416
463
479
484
487
salary in €
Number of
58.950 48.845 38.876 31.469 28.378 30.169 32.106 30.552 31.232
unemployed
GINI
n.p.
25,9
24,4
26,4
25,3
26,4
24,3
25,9
n.p.
coefficient

Table 3: Fiscal indicators in Montenegro, 2004-2012, in millions of Euros
Fiscal indicators

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Profit tax

16

21

13

39

63

55

20

36

64

Income tax

61

67

72

85

112

95

90

82

82

Social contributions

195

201

255

307

340

307

380

354

362

Total tax revenue

533

596

754

1015 1170 1020 1056 1058 1050

with a generally effective control over
public spending in 2007 – to a very
substantial overall surplus.”
Implementing a unified single digit direct taxation in Montenegro, together
with the monetary reform (introduction
of the euro) and economic openness
(free trade and free capital flows) was
the most responsible for the economic

prosperity that is achieved. The reduction of direct taxes has created positive
incentives to work and invest. Greater economic freedom have brought
greater opportunities for employment
and improved living standards. Most
citizens of the Republic has recognized
that and exploited it, and Montenegro
with consistent tax policy has become
a leader in the competitiveness of the
tax system in Europe.
Dr. Milorad Katnić, served as

Minister of Finance for the Republic
of Montenegro, and is now Senior
Adviser for Economic reform in the
Cabinet of the Prime Minister
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Proposal of Economic
Reforms for Kosovo
want to consume before the trade barriers were enacted. Only special interest groups benefit from these protectionist measures, at the expense of
the Kosovar consumers and Kosovo’s
economy in general. The correct trade
policy is that of free trade, as classical
economists successfully argued more
than a century ago.
Reduce government spending

By Bardhyl Salihu
Kosovo’s huge unemployment numbers and poverty rates call for swift
economic reforms. The ongoing arrangement where the government of
Kosovo continues to run a relatively big
and growing public sector, monopolize
trade through granting the politicallyconnected special privileges, and scare
away the much-needed foreign capital,
is not doing Kosovo any good. My proposal for economic recovery and development is nothing new and not too
complicated.

Whenever the government spends
money, it doesn’t create anything of
economic value; it simply reallocates
precious resources away from the private sector towards politically-channeled ends. Economically speaking, if
not ethically as well, it would be far more
desirable for people to keep their money rather than have government take it
away and spend it on things which fail
the market test, all while funding massive corruption which is the order of the
day in today’s government. Reducing
spending is also inevitable in keeping
Kosovo’s government in a fiscally responsible path, away from the terrible
example of some European member
states.

Reduce taxes
Privatize
Tax reduction and the elimination of
some completely, would encourage
new business start-ups, more competition, and better and cheaper products/
services. Many say Kosovo’s taxes are
“low,” but fail to account for the fact that
Kosovo has the poorest taxpayers in
Europe and that there is a myriad of informal taxes stemming from corruption.
Leave the trade free
As much as trade barriers look desirable—especially to quench nationalist
euphoria—economic science is crystal clear in the conclusion that they
bring no economic benefit whatsoever.
Trade barriers reduce trade opportunities, leading to higher prices because
the supply of goods/services shrinks
and consumers are left to consume the
undesirable goods/services they didn’t
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A common quip in Kosovo is to jokingly
disregard public property by saying, “it
belongs to the state.” This speaks a
thousand words in the illustration that
no incentive exists for public property
to be preserved and properly managed. This is because the government
suffers from two structural problems:
the incentive and the knowledge problem. The incentive problem means that
government officials will most likely not
do their best to preserve public property and use it for purposes which serve
the public. The reason being that this
property is not theirs. But even if one
could somehow create angels out of
bureaucrats and escape this difficulty,
the provision of public services without profit means that bureaucrats have
no way of knowing whether they are
serving their customers properly and

whether the inputs that they’re using
are efficient.
The answer is, therefore, to privatize
public property and leave it on private
hands to be managed for profit. Only
private enterprise can guarantee an efficient use of property and its provision
for the benefit of customers.
Don’t impede Foreign Direct Investment
The source of wealth for a country
is the supply of goods and services.
These goods and services can only
be produced using a stock of physical
capital goods. As a result, increasing
capital goods remains the main source
of welfare.
In order for this to occur, for capital
goods to be generated, it’s important
to have sufficient savings. Saving is,
however, difficult in poor countries like
Kosovo because it implies abstaining from the consumption of essential
goods and services. As a result, capital
generation from “within” Kosovo is difficult.
The solution? Foreign Direct Investment. Owners of capital from abroad
inject that capital in Kosovo in return
for the exploitation of the unearthed
opportunities for profit. As a result, encouraging them by protecting private
property, solving disputes (preferably
through arbitration outside government
courts), and not chasing them away
with threats, would be of enormous
benefit for Kosovo’s economic development.
Conclusion
Kosovo’s government seems uninterested in making economic reforms, so
it’s up to the people most affected by
these problems to step up and demand
them. The great work of Public Choice
economists has shown us that politicians are as much self-interested as
anyone else and thus it’s unlikely that
they will give up their luxurious power
and wealth freely. It’s up to us to fight
in order to restore freedom and create
the conditions for an economic development.

...continued from p. 3

Editorial
of the Western European societies and
all who think they are in that group.
Greece is in this case the most tragic
example. A Balkan country, by luck and
global politics coming to Europe early
and adopting a Western European tax
and social system in the context of a
Balkan society and economy with a bit
of Greek megalomania and Olympic
hubris the easy and the cheap money of the Euro fuelled boom of the last
decade leading into disaster. ETR has
asked the Greek leadership in 2006 to
introduce the flat tax and has sent an
open letter to Prime Minster Samaras
in 2013. It is true for Greece as for anybody. Only economic growth can lead
to the ability to serve debts and finance
government obligations. And growth
comes from people working hard and
being fully motivated in a conducive,
economic environment and so generating the revenues for them and their
companies as business, managers or
workers which then can be taxed for
general revenues and objectives. And
people have to understand and comply
with the level and the purpose of this
taxation. If the level of the tax and the
purpose of the government spending is
not widely accepted you can enforce
what you want there will be no compliance level leading to significant levels
of revenues. This is especially true for
Balkans countries where the societies
and the state are especially estranged
due to historic reasons and general antagonist relation between people and
authority. Certainly German and French
do accept higher tax level but certainly
they receive better services for their
contributions. But do these economies
still grow in a significant way? Do their
elites still accept the bargain? Seemingly not as the recent scandal with
prominent leaders and society figures
have shown. The German way is to
fight back and buy stolen tax and bank
data from criminal ex-employees with
millions of tax money to find their elites
money hidden in all countries around
them which profited for half a century
from this arrangement based on hypocrisy.

Proposal of Economic
Reforms for Albania

‘Albania needs more free market reforms, the flat tax is just the beginning of a
long path of reforms towards a more liberal and open Albania’ Adri Nurellari, President and Founder of ‘Liberal Institute of Albania’
2013 will be the year of decision if Albania will stay on the path todards liberalisation and more openness or it will
fall back towards a more protectionist system again. Even during the last
years liberal ideas were only successful on certain occassion. The flat tax
was the key victory of the first two mandates and it is important to keep it. But
still Albania has a very restrictive VAT
system with a lot of complaints from
local and international investors alike,
Albania has reference prices for many
categories and markets and in many
areas monopolies and oligarchies were
allowed to developed which make the
life of the consumer difficult and expensive. Despite the major improvments
of the last 8 years there remains a lot
to be done for the coming 4 years to
turn Albania into the most competitive
and open market in the Balkans and
make it ready for EU membership. Albania needs to create a business environment which foster innovation, supports entrepreneurship and focuses on
SMEs.

On the regional level we have to fight
against protectionsim and focus on
closer economic cooperation between
Albania and its near neighbours Macedonia, Kosovo and Montenegro and
to work towards a fully open and integrated market here in the southern
Balkans. And the overreaching taks is
EU membership for Albania but nobody
will give this to us easily but we have to
work hard to deserve it and be ready
for the fully liberalised internal market
of the European Union. Liberal reforms
will as well require a new spirit in polictis of mutual respect and cooperation
even across the political aisle and there
is no way for economic liberalistion going without political liberalision and we
need a reform of the election code and
the way political lists are drafted. Albania needs simple more power to the
Albanians as individuals and citiziens
and less to its leaders on the top.
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Thoughts on Effective Taxation in Albania

Mark Crawford, CEO ‘Aksioner’
In the early nineties, my graduate economics seminar at the University of
London debated the efficiency of using
Value Added Tax in emerging markets
in Eastern Europe. Jacek Rostowski
(our Professor and now current Minister of Finance in Poland) commented
that the audit trail provided by using
a VAT is superior to the sales tax and
needed in cultures where the payment
of tax is considered a matter of convenience as opposed to a absolute obligation. In my years in Albania I have
seen that efficient taxation is just as
much about looking at the existing reality and aligning operational incentives
of the tax and its collection within the
culture as it is about finding the appropriate taxation rate.
What would it take to balance the Albanian budget? Though the debate as it
relates to upcoming Albanian elections
may focus on maintaining a flat income
tax or going back to a progressive tax,
the key to success in Albania begins
with a smaller Government. Feeding
a smaller, more efficient Administration
should be starting point.
At the moment Albania targets revenue
of 360 billion Lek versus expenditures
of 409 billion Lek.
Interest payments on both internal and
external debt are slightly larger than
the deficit itself. Banks their depositors have been willing and able to fund
the domestic portion of this debt to
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date, though this may not be sustainable. The IMF stated in February that
“public debt at over 60 percent of GDP
is among the highest in Southeast Europe (SEE) and fiscal buffers are largely exhausted”. The situation suggests
that regards of which party wins in the
upcoming elections, some positive fiscal steps are in order.
The largest line item on the expense
side is the outflows for special fund
purposes (Social Insurance and Health
Insurance). This outflow is double that
of the inflows. In and of itself this difference in flow amount is 1.5 times
the deficit. This discrepancy must be
slowed if not reversed.
Where should the taxation debate be
focused? The primary taxes of the
economy in order of their contribution
to budget revenue are: VAT, Excise
Taxes, National Taxes (other), Personal Income Taxes, Corporate Profit
Tax and Customs Tax revenue. The
culture of the country makes it more
difficult to enforce corporate income
tax and personal income taxes, as tax
avoidance or evasion is culturally accepted. Members of the American
Chamber of Commerce recently noted
that they are subject to aggressive audits by tax inspectors that are in position to both interpret the law on the
spot, and being subject to an audit fine
that must be paid before appealed, all
of which creates a perverse incentive
for a transparent relationship between
the inspector and the audit subject.
Additionally, complaints that there is a
perverse incentive for tax authorities
to prop up affiliates of the ruling party
are not limited to Albania. Even in my
home country of the United States, the
Internal Revenue Service recently noted that they had overextended in using
their audit powers by targeting Conservative-oriented groups. What do we do
then? The data shows a lower reliance
on corporate and personal income tax
as a percentage of revenue and yet
these are the most often abused taxes.
A study showing the deficit impact if
these mid-level revenue streams were
removed completely together with the

corresponding personnel and administration enforcement would be of interest.
One the other hand, tax revenue from
VAT and Excise taxes appear to be
collectible. The American Chamber
of Commerce states that its members
have suffered from slow reimbursement of VAT claims. While implementation of the VAT mechanism could be improved, the focus would be operational
rather than enforcement of payment.
A continued focus on VAT as a form of
a Fair Tax, which presently makes up
35% of all revenue makes sense.
What are the initial impressions of this
budget? The current snapshot shows
the spiraling danger of unchecked debt
fueled by entitlement deficits. At the
same time the private pension, private
sector health insurance and general
investment sector is infantile. Can the
current fiscal situation in Albania be
solved by enabling more freedom?
The tax revenue structure coupled
with private sector feedback raises the
question as to whether a disproportionate amount of enforcement is focused
upon the more inefficient tax mechanisms in the country. Rather than imposing tax ideology upon a culture that
is not ready to accept it, it appears as
thought there may be a cultural match
between finding the answer in a simpler income tax code and a continued
focus on spending based taxes.

The success story of the Flat Tax in
Albania

Neritan Sejamini, ‘New Policy
Group’, Tirana Albania
Albania was one of the last transition
countries to undertake a flat tax reform in 2008. Main features of thereform were: low rate of the income tax,
which at
10 percent it is
still one
of
the
lowest
in
the
world;
application of
the tax
to
all
types
of individual
income
without any exception;an equal corporate income tax rate, thus ensuring
a single rate of 10 percent across all
types of income.
While initially there was a relatively
broad acceptance of this policy and no
serious opposition to it,five years later
the situation seems to have changed
drastically. Country’scurrent opposition
has recently pledged to an overhaul of
the flat tax in favor of a progressive tax.
Such policy change might be imminent
as public polls show a very close race
between the government and the opposition ahead of June 2013 general

elections.
The rationale offered for scrapping the
flat tax rests mainly on the usual economic and equality arguments. While
the economic arguments, as everywhere, are debatable and not conclusive, Government seems to have
weakened the equality argumentby enacting a broad full exemption from any
income tax for the low-income segment
of the population.
However, despite the merits of the pro
or con arguments, it is unfortunatethat
such an important issue is being argued on such narrow grounds, often
using borrowed opinions that do not
reflect country’s reality.As most developing countries, Albania differs in many
regards from developed ones,amongst
others in institutional capacities, the
state of the rule of law, structure of
economy and other economic characteristics. Such differencesjustify a

different tax policy. In particular, they
make a flat tax system probably the
most advantageous tax policy for Albania. Some of these other arguments in
favor of the flat tax are very briefly discussed below.
* Albania economy is characterized by a high level of informality,
estimated by various institutions to account for between 40 and 60 percent of
country’soutput. Fiscal evasion, in particular underreporting of employment
and wages, is pervasive throughout the
economy. A return to progressive tax

would increase the incentives for evading the income tax, would increase the
enforcement costs, and hence jeopardize overall efforts for formalizing the
informal economy.
High level of corruption is another
major challenge the country is facing.
Corruption is particularly high in among
tax administration. The flat tax is an efficient tool fighting corruption because
it entails lowercompliance cost, and as
a result lowers the incentive to corrupt.
Albania has limited tax enforcement
resources, both in terms of human capacities and institutional and financial
resources. The simplicity of the flat tax
lowers enforcement costs and as a result improves compliance.
The tax structure in Albania is different
from that of developed countries: the
share of revenue generated
by the income
tax is about 7
percent, while
in developed
countries
income tax is the
main source of
revenue usually accounting
for between a
quarter and a
third of total tax
revenues. This
means that the
revenue effects of a progressive tax will
be smaller than in many other countries.
Albania introduced last year self-declaration of the income tax. However, 2012
was a failure in its implementation, as
less than 10 percent of individuals actually filed the income tax. Success of
this system will depend to some extend
on the costs and ease of filing. In this
regard, the flat tax has many advantages due to its simplicity in calculating
and as a result reporting.
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Balkan Benelux - Towards a common, free
and open market of the Southern Balkans
The case is acute in Kosovo, the least
developed of the four nations.
The sad truth is that EU accession might
take a long time. Croatia achieved full
territorial sovereignty in 1995 and is to
join the EU in 2013. If we consider that
Kosovo is today where Croatia was in
1995, we might envisage EU accession
in 2030. That is too long.
The new structure should prioritise
trade and customs facilitation, the fight
against organised crime, local development of border regions, infrastructure,
the environment, energy and the development a regional financial market.
It could start with an inter-governmental treaty between Albania and Kosovo, creating a technocratic secretariat
to implement measures, and follow
up with invitations for Macedonia and
Montenegro to join.

‘Creating a freet rade area in the Balkan Benelux Area will will speed up EU
integration and counter protectionist tendencies and populism (Photo: agreei.
org)
Balkan ‘Benelux’ would speed up
EU entry
By Adrian Shehu, President of
AGREEI
Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia and Montenegro should join forces to build
a new and permanent co-operation
structure aimed at boosting their political and economic relations, with a final
common goal of accelerating EU membership.
The EU calls on Balkan countries on an
almost daily basis to increase regional
co-operation and implement EU-set reforms. This should be encouraged. But
existing regional forums are mostly informal and do little in concrete terms for
regional or EU integration.
We in AGREEI believe it is high time for
change and this is why we propose the
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It is important to convince the international audience that this is not some
kind of greater Albania through the
back door.

creation of a Benelux-type structure
bringing the markets and soceities of
Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia and Montenegro closer together and fight protectionsim and populism.

Such a secretariat could develop an integration agenda, screen government
actions for compatibility and lobby
them to stay on track.

The new structure would give fresh impetus to preparations for EU membership and would help the four countries
better compete with well-established
EU economies once they join.

It could also promote best practice - as
with the success stories of e-procurement in Albania, the creation of an online land registry in Montenegro, business laws in Macedonia and police
training in Kosovo.

It would create a market of 8 million
people with free movement of goods,
services, capital and people as of end2012, bringing immediate benefits instead of waiting for EU accession.
The agenda is ambitious. But there is
no time to lose: people need growth,
they need jobs and better living conditions - a reason to stay instead of seeking their fortune abroad.

The region already has its clubs: the
Regional Co-operation Council based
in Sarajevo and the so-called Seeto
group for infrastructure projects based
in Belgrade.

The road ahead for the southern Balkans to turn into
the most open, free and competitive region of Europe.
The southern Balkans will stay at the
periphery of the Balkans and of Europe
and will need friends who work hard to
support them and try to attract attention
and investors.
Despite the beauty of the Montenegro landscape, the white beaches of
Albania, the historic monasteries of
Macedonia and the natural treasures
of Trepca in Kosovo, there is no automatic prosperity a-la-Kuwait waiting in
the wings.

Adrian Shehu, President of
‘AGREEI’
But the four neighbouring countries are
a good fit - they are all highly competitive when it comes to attracting foreign
investors and they have a different history and ethnic mix than Bosnia and
Serbia in the north.
Kosovo’s ever-growing trade deficit
puts it at the centre of this project.
It recently won the right to export goods
to and via Serbia. But it remains to be
seen whether this will mean big volumes
in the short-term. Diaspora remittances
are drying up. Foreign investment is a
pipe dream. Its small businesses need
to access regional markets.

But creating a larger market will help
the SMEs of the whole region to have
a larger marekt basis and develop their
skills and products and services to
reached medium term European level
and successed to export as well the the
European and international markets.

Development will be much faster if borders are opened, marekt liberalised
and economic co-operation, backed by
EU and US support, becomes the four
countries’ top priority. AGREEI is activley working towards the Balkan benelux
region to become the most open, free
and competitve region in Europe. This
seems a far call still today but keeping
the momentum of economic reform like
in the last years similar to the the last
5years will be the key factor to make
this reality. AGREEI will work hard to
realise this and work to reduce barriers and obstacles to trade and further
regional economic integration.
The overeaching goal is though to increase the level of cooperation and respect between the leaders and people
of all 4 beutiful and great countries and
people of the southern Balkans and
ensure that we understand each other
and we learn to better cooperate and
show the world that we are ready for
Europe. In this way it is time for Balkan
Benelux!
For more: www.agreei.org

Albania, Montenegro and Macedonia
can also serve as stepping-stones for
Kosovo towards Italy, Greece and the
rest of the EU.
Creation of joint corporations in several sectors between enterprises from
different sectors of the four countries
should also be encouraged.
As with the Benelux, the Nordic Council
and the Visegrad club, their co-operation can and will continue even when
thy become full members of the EU.
Joint challenges will remain

The AGREEI Board received by the President of Kosovo Mrs. Jahjaga,
6 July 2012 Pristina, Republic of Kosovo
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10 Key reforms for the Southern Balkans
Economy 2013 to 2020

Free and Open Market for Montenegro, Kosovo, Macedonia and Albania
1. Develop a coalition against Informality
Since 2005 the 4 countries have undertaken major reforms to bring their
economies into the formal sector during the last years. The introduction of
the flat tax, the installation of fiscal cashiers, the reform of the VAT system,
the improvements of the procedures of
the tax authorities, the success of the
new agency for business registration
and the simplification of the licensing
procedures have been very successful
reforms in all the 4 countires and they
have been rewarded by remarkable
economic and budgetary growth figures
despite the global crisis. The southern
Balkans has leapfrogged as well on
most global reform and competitiveness rankings in the last 5 years. Never
the less there is still a significant part
of the economy in the informal sector.
Tax revenues in relation to GDP are still
far below figures inthe EU and the fiscal space is larger than in the northern
Balkans.
Top up payments in envelopes additional to the standard minimum salary
are still the common place for many
private sector employees in the region
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International investors face stiff competition from the local business sector
still common to various forms of informality. Tax and customs authorities can
still and sadly enough often do exploit
the margin of informality for their own
direct benefits. And such informality results in significant lowers tax revenues
leading to the high risk exposure which
the budgets of the region are currently
facing and create a negative economic
environment for international investors
and local SMEs. The consumer looses transparency and consumer rights
and the whole economy cannot move
on. The Government of all 4 countries
should be more determined to reduce
the informal sector and conduce the
SME sector into formality with a mix
of measures to promote formality and
punish informality accordingly. The
Government should invite all stakeholders to contribute to a broad coalition against informality of business in
their countries
It is important that by 2020 the informal
sector in the region has been significantly reduced. One of the key priorities could be that the business inspections are well regulated and not carried
out in arbitrary manner and that incentives to participate in informal economy
have significantly increased.
Currently the informality is still widespread especially in Albania in the
SME sector and it needs joint efforts
of regulators and businesses, donors
and business associations to improve
the situation which hurts all sides. SME
operations are often grown from family
retail shops or family based construction companies and major parts of the
turnover are still happening in the grey
area. The playing field is far from even
and who wants to be the first to register the full volumes when the competition is keeping margins high with tax
evasion. Such informality is leading
to arbitrary decision making power of
the tax inspector which again leads to
a unhealthy atmosphere of mutual dependency between tax inspector and
entrepreneur. Customers often cannot

use their credit card and other forms
of electronic payment and cash is still
king in SME based retail sector and in
catering, bars and parts of hotel industry. This informality leads to the common practice to not registering seasonal workers and partly compensating the
staff with cash in envelopes for extra
works. The same is true for suppliers
and subcontractors who themselves
do not issues VAT invoices and so the
reimbursement process of VAT is still
working mainly in theory leading to
the regrettable fact that VAT is in reality more a sales tax in Albania then a
tax on the value added. And for a sales
tax it is quite high. With less informality
the VAT cycle will work properly and the
reimbursement of the VAT should work
smoothly and effectively. All stakeholders will benefit as will the state with
high tax revenues and higher employment enrollment and therefore high
social security contributions. Such a
coalition against informality should be
concluded between all stakeholder and
joint implementation mechanism and
review benchmarks should be agreed
between all key business associations,
the donor community and the GoA.
This coalition should be managed by a
joint committee chaired by the Minister
of Finance and the Minister of Economy and key business leaders and
should be very visible and focus and
report as well during the EU SME week
on a yearly basis to the public and develop a yearly report to the parliament
of Albania on progress in reduction
of informality in Albania. Widespread
is the key reason why Albania is not
reaching the second level of development. There is widespread acceptance
that informality is kind of social policy.
But it is not. The every target group of
poor stays in unemployment and poverty exactly because of less growth and
employment opportunities and less international investment into Albania due
to the informality currently present in
Albania. Albania could learn a lot from
the progress of Kosovo and Macedonia
and Montenegro in this sector.

The road ahead for the southern Balkans to turn into
the most open, free and competitive region of Europe.
2. SME Access to finance
Additional the informality allows banks
the basic choice between basing credit
decision on assumption of real figures
or on approved balance sheets for tax
purposes. Both are bad choices leading the bank to higher risks and the
clients with higher interest rates and
maybe no credit at all. In order to create conditions for lower interest rates
the informality has to be reduced and
balance sheets have to reflect the reality of the companies. To achieve this
cultural shift in the relation between
the state and the economic actors is
needed. The state has the lead and
has led decisively in the last years with
a combination of carrot
and stick. The fiscal amnesty on the one side the
new tax system with the
low 10% rates combined
with the introduction of
the VAT cash registers
has really achieved a
lot to bring the economy
into the formal sector.
But such a cultural shift
needs time and permanent effort on the side of
all stakeholders. The current efforts for
electronic payment will be a further key
milestone on this path. Reducing informality means reducing risk and reducing risk means reducing interest rates
still among the highest in Europe and a
key reason for the lack of investments
in manufacturing in Albania.
3. Towards Digital SMEs
An essential element of SME reform
efforts is the promotion of online services and IT ranging from government
services to banking services to the services and information about SME products and services in general. All SMEs
can benefit from going online and using
modern technology to promote and sell
and deliver their products to the markets and the final consumer.
All stakeholders active in supporting
SME and economic reforms are invited

to focus on the ICT sector as a tool to
support modernization of the Albanian
economy and promote employment,
growth and prosperity even in difficult
macroeconomic environment. Such a
4. Electronic payment vital for the
digital SME agenda
A vital element of the Digital SME strategy is how to offer and allow the consumer to pay for the products and services provided via electronic means.
Electronic payment comprises payment
with credit cards, debit and bank cards,
bank transfers, e-money or other forms
of online payment services available
in the internet. Albania has developed
in this sector since the introduction of

ATMs 10 years ago but frankly Albania
is lacking behind compared with Kosovo, Macedonia and Montenegro.
The use of electronic payment in the
tourism and travel industry, petrol stations, restaurants is still limited to the
up market and higher end services and
the use of credit card payments for reservations in the hotel and travel industry is major obstacle to promote incoming tourism, one of the vital elements of
the Albanian development and employment strategy. This is a pity as tourism
is one of the key sectors of Albania attract FDI and create employment in the
SME sector. No investor or tour operator likes to compete and to accept informality and unfair competition. No tourists like to travel with cash in countries
of the reputation of Albania.
Today you can pay with credit card
even at the smallest petrol station in
Kosovo, Montenegro and Macedonia

and in Albania you still have to do at lot
of convincing if it is possible at all.
Next the backward position Albania
takes in the e-payment sector in travel and tourism the lack of widespread
electronic payment services lead to a
lack of e-commerce activity in Albania.
Albania especially has come far in the
last 10 years in the use of the internet
but real business has not moved online.
Albania is far away from online Macedonia with a wide variety of online services available and a significant sector
of mainstream business has gone online. How to have useful e-commerce
without online payment services?
The lack of such services holds Albania back and creates a backwards image of the country which
it has not deserved. The
IT sector is as well a key
target sector of the donor
community and the key
element of the Digital Albania priority of the GoA.
Without decent e-payment infrastructure accepted by the consumer
and affordable there will
be no e-commerce and
IT cluster of any significance developing in Albania.
It is recommend that Albania joins the
global http://betterthancash.org/ coalition and turns itself into a leader in online and electronic payments in South
Eastern Europe by 2020.
5. Keep the flat tax!
All 4 countries have achieved a lot with
the flat tax and it has served them well
with stable and increasing tax revenues and economic stability and so the
key for the future is to keep the flat tax
in all 4 countries for the next 2 decades
and develop a consensus within the
political elite to keep it. This is essential
to create the economic conditions for
further investments and the sentiment
of stability and credibilty for the investment community and the local business and population alike.
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The road ahead for the southern Balkans to turn into
the most open, free and competitive region of Europe.
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6. Austrian Model for Energy
A key issue for Southern Balkans is
and stays energy and the necessity
to produce more energy. Key for this
is the success of state energy utilities
which are the major producer of energy
in all countries and most are currently
still owned 100% by their goverments.
The region should work hard to fully
comply with the energy market liberalisation it has legally committed itself to
fullfill until 2015 by the Vienna Energy
community treaty. Part of this is as well
to end block expemtion and allow the
energy price to be cost reflective. No
state is rich enough to continue to subsides energy consumption. To achieve
this energy must be de-politicisied and
the management of the energy companies must be more rational. To achieve
this and to get this passed the political
level we propose the Austrian model as
a first step. Austria has shown the way
with the 49% floating of its major former fully state owned energy company
VERBUND. A possible way for Albania,
Macedonia and Kosovo would be to
follow the Austrian model and make a
IPO of its state energy company and
kick starting the dormant Tirana Stock
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Exchange, create a Pristina stock exchange and revive the Skopje stock
exchange with such a major wave of
privatisation This would transform the
state companies run basically by the
respective Prime Ministers into a real
coporation, remove it from political influence and ensure major investments
are more feasible. At current energy
price and current regulatory and economic condition no major European
energy comany will engage in any of
the regions great hydro, coal or other
energy project for the coming years beyond the already committed projects.
7. Introduce the EU late payment directive in Albania
A key issue for SMEs and the economy
at whole it the late payment of invoicing
between public and private sector and
between private sector entities. The EU
has a Directive to regulate this issue
please see at http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/single-market-goods/
fighting-late-payments/index_en.htm
andall 4 countires should adopt this urgently.
8. Towards a cleaner and greener
SME environment
Moving towards greener SMEs is vital
if the southern Balkans is to address
global challenges and remain competitive in an ever-increasing greener European economy. However, SMEs in
Albania have very limited human and financial resources at their disposal and
they cannot become more resource efficient if management does not become
aware of the advantages in changing
their business model towards more efficient processes and technologies.

sensitive areas for all consumers and
this will have to be accompanied by
the introduction of means tested social benefits and support systems for
the most fragile of the consumers. In
this the German efforts of social reform
called Harz IV might be a role model
to allow the right mix of social support
and incentive to remain active in the
labor market. The reform of moving
prices in key utilities towards prices reflectivity will be political challenging in
key areas like electricity water, waste,
waste water, road and parking tolling
fees. Despite the political issues attached it is clear that given the competitive tax system there is no fiscal
space to continue to heavily subsidies
the public with such services and at the
same time making private investments
into this key sectors unfeasible due to
lack of reasonable return and often as
well lack of basis collection services
for such services. Such collection systems and gradual price adjustments
to market levels have to be phased
in accordingly but have to reach cost
and investment reflecting levels until
2020. This principle has to apply to all
sectors of public services no matter if
provided by private concessionaires
or public authorities. The priority of the
next decade will be still to close the infrastructure gap with Albania’s regional
peers and despite major and successful efforts the task is of historic dimension and infrastructure, both in building
and maintaining has its costs and the
users of it have to pay the costs reflective prices for such major investments.
SME will face higher prices but will receive reliable energy supply and this
is essential for business planning and
investment decisions.
10. Property Issue in Albania

9. Cost reflective prices in energy,
water and public services
The Albanian, Kosovo, Macedonian
and Montenegro authorities should
commit itself to gradually introduce and
move towards cost reflective prices for
public services and utilities. As this are

The single most important obstacle to
general economic development in Albania is the open property issue. The
unclear property situation is regrettable
and overshadowing most investment
decisions and putting many projects
into jeopardy. The background is that

The road ahead for the southern Balkans to turn into
the most open, free and competitive region of Europe.
the communist led transition government after the fall of the communist
regime has enacted a land reform
basically handing land rights into the
hands of the then land users. The original pre-Communist area expropriation
owners have just gradually being able
to reclaim parts of their assets in the
courts during the
last 20 years. Many
cases are still pending and most might
never will find due
settlement.
Many
hope for Strasbourg
but given the history
of 20 years of unregulated property
development much
of it on land with
unclear title leading to complex reality of multiple possible justified claims
leave the sector in
trouble for the time
coming. Vested interest politics and
construction combine to oppose any
real improvements
on the fundamental
issues and an monetary
compensation is limited by the
general lack of public resources.
To propose solution is difficult but as
land use is key for economic development improvements in this issue seem
essential. Currently there are major
donor efforts ongoing to digitalize the
land agency and similar major reforms
are implemented by the GoA to decentralize land ownership issues and hand
over ownership of public land towards
the municipalities. It should be evaluated to allow the gradual online publication of the existing status quo of property rights on a similar base like the
Montenegro cataster is showing the
ownership on a searchable database.
Please see www.nekretnine.co.me as

an example and as well http://webgis.
katastar.gov.mk/arec/ which even allows to see the owner of land in Macedonia via Google Earth based land parcels online.
There might be a lot unclear but the
publication online will increase transparency for all sides. Such transpar-

ency combined with a revamp of the
property tax system and its revenue
fully devoted to the municipal level
similar to the Kosovo donor led drive
please see at www.tatimineprone-rks.
org will establish order fast and effectively in just a few years. An additional
program could consider to subsidizes
first time registration and a property
purchase transfer tax common all over
Europe and with the municipalities as
the beneficiary would lead to the required result. Common knowledge
about landownership in the rural area
and that municipal leader do have clear

overview over ownership issues in their
municipality and with the right incentives in the system municipality finance
and solution of the property issues will
be mutual reinforcing.
Property tax is as well a powerful tool
to ensure optimalisation of land use in
industrial, economic as well as touristic as well as in agriculture. The lack of
a permanent cost on
holding property and
the basically zero
transaction costs with
purchasing property
in Albania combine to
a powerful incentive
to put access capital
into property without
clear revenue expectations. Such a system leads to fertile
agriculture land being neglected and to
overdevelopment of
the sea side and other touristic areas with
apartments mostly
unused for 10 months
of the year. There
is no drain on cash
flow and so scarce
investment
capital
is petrified in stone
and brick instead of
being available for
more entrepreneurial
undertakings. This vital pillar of reform will
benefit the whole region as when Albania lifts its economic potential this will
transfrom the whole region and contribute a lot to transform it into the most
competive region in the Balkans.
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Open Letter to the Prime Minister of Greece
Dear Mr. Prime Minister Samaras,
Greece should learn from the Balkans and introduce a flat tax of 10%
Greece needs to introduce the flat tax now. Like all neigbours to the north a flat 10 Percent of tax on income, profit
and other earnings is the right level to restart the Greek economy, stimulate entrepreneurship, reignite economic
growth, improve government revenues and enure Greek capital is returing home and new foreign direct investment
is attracted in order to bring technolgy and confidence back to the Greek and international business community and
the citiziens and consumers of Greece. Greece, even being EU member is fundamentally a Balkan society with a
inherited dysfunctional relation between state , citiziens and society. The progressive tax system imported from the
West never found the acceptance by the tax paying public and an equivalent in decent public services with equitable
access and affordable prices. The etatist consenus of the last 60 years and the non existence of an acceptance
of the basic bargain of tax payment and public service was covered by economic growth led by unrealistic euphoria fuelled by cheap interest due to
the Euro and EU fed infrastructure
spending. All based on the assupmtion of Greece being now a Western
Industrial and wealthy nation in its
own right and achievement. Once
both growth and subsides ebbed
the funding gap was covered by debt
and the consequences we face all
today and the Greek the hardest and
most painful. The neccessary macroeconomic adjustment are happing
now in very painful manner and only
kick starting economic growth can
relieve some of the burden for the
small and big business, citiziens and
government and the international
commmunity and tax payers as well.
Growth can only come from eitherwill nor ressource to finance or from
investments worthwhile and work
tax rates of 10 percent are the solupercent flat tax have sailed through
with growth, unemployment and fisrelocating to Bulgaria in droves and
funds from Greece as safe harbour

10%

max.tax
Greece

high spending which nobody has the
a microeconomic revolution to make
pay off again for everybody. Marginal
tion. All Balkan countries with the 10
the crisis safely and still are on track
cal stability. Greek companies are
Albanian banks have major inflow of
and island of stability.

European taxpayers might have difficulties to understand why Greece
reduce taxes to 10 percent when
they pay up to 50 percent of their
revenue to the state. But as long as
it works for Greece, Europe and its
tax payers will accept it and perfer it
to a decade long agony of Greece.
The Euopean committmenent to Greece and the Euro is strong and will stand for the coming years what ever the
costs might be. There is simple too much at stake. And the German and Austrian commitment to Europe, the Euro
and Greece goes much deeper then even the next and which ever phase of ESM safety package there might be
necessary. But what if Greece has not recovered in 5 or 10 or 15 years? And what a price that will be for one or
maybe two generations of Greeks facing constant decline of living standards and recession and umemployment?
The EU and IMF will accept the flat tax if the government leaders of Greece are ready for it as well. The change over
will restart currently declining tax payment, develop a new morality of tax compliances and supervisison and will turn
Greece into a good place of for small business, investors and citiziens alike. It has worked in Bulgaria, Romania,
Slovakia, Albania, Macedonia, Montenegro and Kosovo and it will work in Greece as well.
It is time to act and it is time for the flat tax of 10% for Greece now. Follow the successful leaders of the Balkans!

Best regards and allow me to express my sincere belief that Greece with a flat tax system will prosper and
surprise the world again. This time positively.
Gunther Fehlinger
Chairman and Founder of European for Tax Reform
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